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2.2 Spectral composition and the open work

Two sound toy works are now  introduced which investigate ideas of spectral composition in 

an open form. Spectral analysis and re-synthesis techniques are familiar in electroacoustic 

music composition practice,59 with spectral transformation techniques being frequently used 

for sound object metamorphosis and abstraction.60 

Dennis Smalley defines a particular approach to music that is primarily concerned with 

sound spectrum, which he terms as “spectromorphological thinking”. This approach is 

considered relevant to the two open form spectral compositions introduced shortly. 

I intend spectromorphological thinking to be applicable to a wide variety  of electroacoustic music, cutting across 

national boundaries and individual styles.  However, it is intended to account for types of electroacoustic  music 

which are more concerned with spectral qualities than actual notes,  more concerned with varieties of motion and 

flexible fluctuations in time rather than metrical time, more concerned to account for sounds whose sources and 

causes are relatively mysterious or ambiguous rather than blatantly obvious.61

SpiralSet and ResOscope are two open form sound toy works that explore a playful and 

symbolic interpretation of Smalley’s definition of  “spectromorphological thinking”. In these 

works, spectral motion and traversal is a central theme. Virtual object motion in the visual 

domain is intimately linked to spectral motion and progression in the aural domain. Sound is 

controlled on a micro level, with each spectral frame determined by the position and motion 

of objects in a virtual visual play space. Navigation in the virtual visual space represents the 

navigation of  spectral sound space. In both these works a degree of  compositional control is 

allocated to the user, allowing them to traverse, explore and additively combine sound 

spectra. Whilst these two works investigate similar spectral themes, the spectral techniques 

and symbolic control systems are distinctly different, resulting in individual sonic 

characteristics in each work. The SpiralSet and ResOscope sound toys are now  introduced 

and outlined.62
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59 For example, composers such as Dennis Smalley accompanied by his writings on ‘spectromorphology’ and  
Trevor Wishart, and his Composers Desktop Project software, which offers spectral processing features.  

60 Related techniques are adopted in the creation of materials in the fixed media works presented in the portfolio, 
and further discussion of Smalley’s theories can be found in IV.

61 Smalley (1997), pp. 109. 

62 The ideas and features of each work are described, and relevant technical information introduced. Technical 
detail is restricted where possible to focus discussion on the works themselves. 



SpiralSet

Introduction

SpiralSet is a sound toy63  with an animated visual 

interface designed for non-experienced users. The 

sound toy’s primary theme is user/player influenced 

exploration of sound spectra. The project could 

therefore also be considered to be an open form 

spectral work. 

A simulated physics system,  and users physical 

interactions determine the motion of three balls 

contained within the virtual 3D structure, consisting of 

interconnected pipelines, with these symbolically 

representing sonic pathways. The motion, (speed, 

direction and route) and position of  the balls within the 

pipeline dynamically control the sonic output, allowing 

the user to manipulate the spectral characteristics of 

the sound output and shape the structure of the piece. 

The player engages with the work using the sensor 

interface or mouse, allowing them to tilt and rotate the 

pipeline structure, subsequently affecting the degrees 

of motion in both the visual and audio domains. 

The project was originally developed as an interactive 

installation piece for presentation at the Sonic Arts 

Network Expo 2008, in Brighton, UK. A custom-made 

sensor interface is used for control of  the system in an 

installation context. A home edition version has subsequently been designed which uses a 

standard computer mouse as the input device, to allow  the project to be more widely 

disseminated.64  User interactions are designed to be quickly accessible, whilst maintaining 
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63 SpiralSet could also be described as a virtual sound sculpture.

64 This is the version presented in the portfolio. 

Figure 5a. Screenshots | SpiralSet



scope for sonic variation. The intended accessibility of 

the project informs the nature of  the physical 

interactions implemented, which require little or no 

instruction for operation. The project utilises the game 

engine software Unity 3D, which is used in conjunction 

with a real-time additive synthesis sound engine 

constructed in Max/MSP/Jitter.

SpiralSet Media

SpiralSet Software

SpiralSet Demonstration Video

Sharing the Composition

SpiralSet is designed as an open work.65  Aspects of 

the project are pre-composed, but a significant degree 

of influence over the sound world is allocated to the 

player. Controllable shifts in timbre, rate of modulation, 

combinations of sound types and overall sonic 

structure offer the player a “field of possibilities”.66 The 

shape and form of the virtual transparent pipeline, with 

its optional spiral pathways, is designed to encourage 

variable motion of the audiovisual objects. The patterns 

of motion and positions of each of the three balls within 

the pipeline are intimately linked with the progression 

and development of  the sound materials. Whilst the 

player input controls are simple, the sound engine 

responds to even small movements of the balls, providing a responsive and dynamic sound 

output that relies on a degree of sensitivity from the player. 

Each section of  the SpiralSet pipeline has its own attributed sonic characteristics (or sound 

set), allowing varied combinations of  sonic materials when each ball enters a different 
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65 As discussed in 2.1.

66 A term used by Henri Pousseur to describe his piece Scambi.

Figure 5b. Screenshots | SpiralSet



section, or zone of the structure. There are eleven sound 

set zones in total. These are the three linking rings, four 

upper spirals, and further four lower spirals, as seen in 

Figures 5a & 5b. Once a ball enters a new  sound set zone 

within the pipeline, a different sound type is generated, 

with the corresponding frequency and amplitude data sets 

being recalled in the synthesis engine. 

System Overview

Figure 6 shows the IR (Infrared) sensor interface used for the rotation of the virtual pipeline in 

an installation context. This is used to influence the simulated physical behaviours of the balls 

contained within the structure. The height of the player’s hands above each IR sensor 

determines the direction and rate of  rotation. The interface design shares aesthetic 

similarities to the virtual pipeline network. 

Each of  the three balls contained 

within the pipeline emits a coloured 

light, (red, green and blue). The 

lights allow  each ball to be more 

easily identified by the player, and 

generate additively mixed colours 

that refract around the transparent 

structure according to their position 

and proximity to each other. The 

lighting effects represent the mixing 

and varied additive combinations of 

spectra heard in the sound world, 

reflecting the synthesis techniques 

utilised in the project. Each ball is 

assigned a dedicated synthesis 

voice. The additive synthesis 

sound engine monitors the position 

of each ball, with coordinate data 

used to control and manage 

extensive frequency and amplitude 
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Figure 7. System Structure | SpiralSet
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data sets. The position of  each ball, and their movements within the pipeline are intimately 

linked with the development of  the sonic materials. When a ball becomes stationary, the 

timbre of its corresponding synthesis voice will remain static. When a ball moves more 

quickly, this is reflected with quicker spectral transitions. The shape of the pipeline allows the 

player to capture and hold the balls within different sections of each spiral, resulting in 

restricted spectral development, or allowing sound to be ‘frozen’ at a single spectral location. 

Technical Implementation

Communication between the game 

engine software and the additive 

synthesis engine is achieved through 

an internal network connection.67 The 

visual interface is constructed within 

the game engine. All sound synthesis 

and sensor data is managed within 

Max/MSP/Jitter. Max communicates 

the sensor data to the game engine, 

influencing the simulated physical 

behaviours of  the balls. The resulting 

ball coordinate data is communicated 

from the game engine back to Max 

for tracking, subsequently recalling 

the spectral data used for sound 

generation. 

The sound engine utilises spectral synthesis techniques. This technique enables the re-

synthesis of analysed spectral data derived from a sound source, using numerous sinusoidal 

oscillators. In the project construction stage, original audio files are analysed68 to generate 

the frequency and amplitude data sets used in the synthesis engine. This data is then 
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67 The original networking code for bidirectional communication between Max and Unity 3D is credited to Chris 
McClelland, and Unity 3D forum member Bjerre.

68 Using the application Spear to create SDIF (Sound Description Interchange Format) files.

Figure 8. Spectral Synthesis Engine



transferred to Jitter matrices,69 with these matrices being dynamically recalled by the sound 

synthesis engine once a ball enters the appropriate zone. Time is represented in the y axis of 

each matrix, with the data for each frequency component of each time slice stored along the 

x axis. Dynamically referencing a sub-region of each matrix allows reasonably efficient 

access to the stored spectral component data within each time slice. This technique allows 

the rate of spectral progression, or sound evolution time to be controlled directly. Storing the 

spectral data in Jitter matrices also allows transposition and attenuation of  individual, or 

groups of frequency components, providing a level of sonic flexibility for the composer/

designer when creating the sounds for the project. For example, multiplying the spectral data 

matrices with further variable scaling matrices allows spectral transformations to be easily 

achieved, enabling transposition or amplitude adjustment of groups of  frequencies, or 

individual frequency components. Matrix scaling techniques are used in the project70  to 

modify and transform the analysed spectral data, and to create some variation in the sonic 

characteristics of each ball when moving within the same sound zone of the pipeline.

Coordinate data for the three balls is sent from the game engine to Max via an internal 

network connection on the same computer. Local coordinate data relative to the ball position 

within the pipeline structure is sent to the sound engine at a fixed interval. Once a ball moves 

within a predefined zone, a zone index value is generated, recalling the relevant frequency 

and amplitude data sets for the spectral synthesis engine, and scaling the coordinate data 

appropriately for the current zone before it is routed and mapped to the ball specific synthesis 

voice. 

Sound Materials

The sound world the player explores is partially ‘composed’ by the author. The sonic palette is 

deliberately abstract and consists of  evolving textures, with the spectral development of these 

textures influenced by the interactions of  the player. Sound materials are derived from the 

spectral analysis and re-synthesis of both acoustic recordings and synthesised tones. 

Vaguely recognisable timbres such as a re-synthesised saxophone motif coexist alongside 

more abstract electronic sounds. All sounds are transformed to some degree through the re-
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69 Dynamically loading spectral data stored in Jitter matrices proved to be more efficient than using SDIF files, 
especially when dealing with the online interchanges between the large frequency and amplitude data sets 
required for creating a more timbrally rich sonic output.

70 See Figure 8.



synthesis process. With the motion of  each ball in the visual domain modulating spectral  

progression, even the more familiar acoustic derived tones may not be recognisable by the 

player. The overall sound character and sonic effect could be described as textural and 

abstract. 

Observations and Reflection

Reflections on the system are informed through the observation of  player engagement and 

interaction with the work when presented at the Sonic Arts Network Expo 2008, Brighton, UK. 

Key observations from the event are now outlined.

The SpiralSet installation demonstrated wide appeal in terms of  player age range. Children 

as young as age 5 explored the work, both with and without adult supervision. Players were 

observed engaging with the project for varied lengths of  time, for periods of  up to 

approximately 20 minutes. Players spending longer periods of  time exploring the spectral 

nuances of SpiralSet appeared to get the most satisfaction from the piece. This observation 

was supported by players’ verbal feedback provided after play. Some players were observed 

making minimal interactions with the system whilst exploring the work. As a result, the 

minuscule movement of the balls and resulting minimal shifts in the sonic landscape were 

commented upon in discussion, after play, as being a positive attribute. It appeared that 

players experimenting for longer periods of time would become increasingly aware of  the 

sensitivity of the input device and its effect on the tilting of the structure, and resulting sonic 

output. As a result, these players would then opt for more minimal or sensitive interactions, 

showing an element of  learning of the user input device, and an increased awareness of the 

micro motion of the balls and their effects on the sonic landscape. In contrast, users that 

played for shorter periods of  time would often tilt the structure in an exaggerated fashion, 

resulting in less obvious ball motion to sound progression relationships. With these players, 

there appeared to be a sense of  wanting to quickly work out what control they had over the 

3D structure. Once this had been deduced, no further exploration was pursued. An aspect 

that required some explanation on a number of occasions was the relationship between the 

sensor input device and the output sound. Some users appeared to be expecting a direct 

relationship between their physical gestures and sound parameters. 
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The project was presented with four sets of  headphones due to other installations being 

presented within the same space. The use of headphones offered some advantages, and 

appeared to allow  an increased level of immersion without the distraction of external 

environmental sound. Some users were more likely to play for longer periods of time when 

the event was less busy, with no other listeners present. Other players expressed the desire 

to explore the piece in a more personal environment, suggesting that public download for 

home installation may prove a useful method of delivery for the project. The provision of 

multiple headphones provided the opportunity for family interactions (with children), and 

shared experiences. The project’s capacity for allowing players of  different ages access to the 

work is in keeping with the original intentions of  the project. Players commented positively on 

the capacity for variation and sonic detail, and the observed level of player engagement and 

sustained interest further support this. 

The SpiralSet project proved to be appropriate for presentation as an installation piece at the 

Sonic Arts Network Expo 2008 event. The sensor interface was shown to be effective as an 

input device, but it is acknowledged that this piece of hardware limits scope for wider 

dissemination. In response to this, the project has been subsequently adapted to allow  the 

use of  a standard computer mouse to control the tilting of  the structure, allowing it to be made 

freely available for wider public access.
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ResOscope

ResOscope is a sound toy and open form spectral composition. Its themes and technical 

approaches are influenced by, and can be related to ideas explored in SpiralSet. The work 

incorporates an animated interface constructed using a computer game engine, and this is 

used in conjunction with a sound engine designed within Max/MSP/Jitter. Similar to 

SpiralSet, the piece focuses on the concept of  traversing through sound spectra. In this 

respect ResOscope can be viewed as further practical exploratory research in this area, 

extending and adapting the principle concerns of SpiralSet. However, there are a number of 

key differences between the two works. 

These include:

 a) An alternative control  system providing the user with increased deterministic  influence 

  over the sonic output. 

 b) Scope for creating spectromorphological gestures.
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Figure 9. Screenshot | ResOscope



 c) A different set of symbolic compositional representations.

 

 d) A sound engine utilising alternative spectral synthesis/re-synthesis techniques.

 e) Expansion of the range of sonic materials that the player can explore.

 f) Original sound materials and visual design.

 g) No custom user input device, allowing the project to be more widely disseminated.

ResOscope Media

ResOscope Software

ResOscope Demonstration Video

ResOscope is an open form 

spectral sound toy that aims to 

p rov ide the user w i th an 

exploratory and playful sonic 

experience. A symbolic approach 

to the control of  sound is again 

adopted, and no parameter 

names or technical labels are 

included in the visual domain. 

The control system is more 

deterministic than that used in 

SpiralSet, as the player may 

navigate the virtual symbolic   

play space more freely, moving 

between different sound types, 

and different sections of sound 

spectrum, without having to 

traverse through the entire 

sound. Movement between the  
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different sound types is less restrictive and more ‘open’, providing further compositional 

options for the player.

The player is presented with a top down view  of the symbolic sonic play space. The space 

contains a set of spectral rails and a spectral playhead marker (or puck) that the player 

controls,71  moving it around the space. When the player moves the spectral puck over a 

spectral rail, sound is produced. Each rail relates to a different sound class, with the length 

of the rail representing the full set of spectral frames available for the sound type. As the 

player controlled spectral puck traverses along a rail, the timbre of the sound evolves. 

Spectral progression is directly related to the position of  the puck along each of  the rails, and 

its speed of motion. By moving the puck away from the rail the player may stop the 

production of sound. By moving the puck over and then off  the rail at different points, varied 

spectrally shifting gestures can be created. This symbolic technique offers the player various 

compositional options relating to sound onset, spectral progression, gesture and form. The 

option to control sound event instigation and termination results in a very different 

compositional flavour to the work when compared with SpiralSet.72 

Simulated forces are used for spectral puck motion, creating a more fluid feel to its 

movement, and resulting in smoother timbral modulations. This also allows the player to 

create a sense of momentum when moving the puck around the play space. Spectral puck 

speed is cumulative, enabling the rate of spectral progression to be determined by the 

player. When combined, these features allow  the user to create varied spectrally evolving 

phrases, and these can be revisited once a rail’s associated spectral features have been 

learned or identified. 

Spectral Layers

The player can set up to eight different freeze points at any position within the play space. 

When in contact with a spectral rail, these create a new  spectral voice and set a central 

modulation point around which the timbre of the sound gradually shifts, moving within a 

small restricted spectral region. Slight modulation of  spectral location is incorporated to 

create subtle shifting spectral effects. Simultaneously using a number of freeze point 

markers allows the layering of shifting spectrums, enabling the end user to create and  
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71 Using either the computer keyboard or a gamepad. 

72 In which sound is continuous. 



explore a variety of  different timbral, tonal and harmonic relationships.73  The user adds or 

removes freeze points using the spectral puck. When a desired spectral vantage point is 

discovered and located by the player, a freeze point may be added using a single button 

click, introducing a freeze point at the spectral puck location. Each freeze point may then be 

simply removed by placing the puck over an existing freeze point, and then using the same 

button click to eliminate it. These simple features allow  the player to create different 

combinations and densities of either the same source spectrum, or multiple different spectra 

by placing freeze points on different spectral rails.
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73 Depending on the sound type. 
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Spectral Set Selection

A group of  six rotating spheres is located at each end of the spectral rails. These allow  the 

player to select different sound types (spectral sets) for each rail. If  the spectral puck collides 

with a sound type sphere, the sphere illuminates signifying that a new  spectral set has been 

assigned to the rail. A total of  48 user selectable sound types are available, allowing 

exploration and combination of varied spectra. No visual clues are provided indicating the 

differences in timbral characteristics of each spectral set, or allowing each sound type to be 

identified by the player.

Circumrotate Modes

Automated rotation of  the ResOscope structure may be triggered by the player. This feature, 

when combined with the spectral puck and freeze point markers, results in the structure 

acting as a form of  sequencer, or spectral event generator. Different types of rotation are 

activated using the eight circumrotate objects found around the perimeter of the structure, 

(see “s” in Figure 10). When the player moves the spectral puck over one of  these objects, 

the structure is set into motion. The structure rotates in different directions, its speed often 

accelerating and decelerating. Rotation behaviour is different for each circumrotate object, 

and the player is again given no visual clue that allows them to deduce differences in 

rotation behaviour. As the structure rotates, each spectral rail may come into contact with the 

spectral puck, or any previously instated freeze points. On contact, sound is generated 

according to the spectral rail type (and player selected spectral set), and the contact point. 

When contact ends, the termination phase of  the sound event is triggered. The circumrotate 

modes create a sequence of  spectral events in which tempo is determined by the rate of 

rotation, and as this frequently accelerates or decelerates, a consistent metric structure is 

not established. The spectral event generator facilitated by the circumrotate modes adds a 

further compositional dimension to the work. 

Sound Engine

The sound engine uses an alternative spectral technique to that implemented in the 

SpiralSet project. Whereas SpiralSet uses additive synthesis as its primary method, 

ResOscope integrates a Jitter based phase vocoder with frame interpolation, used with a 

specifically composed and compiled library of  sound materials that are used as the spectral 

sources in the work. The positions of  the spectral puck and freeze points in relation to each 
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spectral rail determine spectral location (frame) in the phase vocoder. Spectral interpolation 

is also used to further extend and blend sound materials, providing a broader range of 

spectral possibilities.74 

Control data is sent from the game engine to Max and mapped to the relevant control 

parameters. Index values are generated in accordance with the spectral rail  that the spectral 

puck and freeze points are currently in contact with, and the player selected sound types. 

These determine which sets of spectral data are loaded (as Jitter matrices) into each voice 

of the sound engine. Distance values are also sent to Max which are used to identify the 

positions of  the spectral puck and freeze points along each rail, determining spectral location 

within the spectral set. 

Sound materials are diverse in their origins, and sounds from both acoustic and electronic 

sources are incorporated. Potential sound types were analysed and converted to Jitter 

matrices, then loaded into the system and tested. The final spectral sets were selected for 

inclusion according to the composer’s response to the materials in context during the 

development process. Similar to SpiralSet, an abstract textural approach is evident in the 

sound world. Harmonically rich materials are used alongside more ‘noisy’ spectrums to 

achieve spectral contrast, and offer the player a broader range of sonic possibilities. 

Further Comments

ResOscope has been specifically designed as a sound toy for home consumption. Through 

the testing and development process it has become evident that the sound toy exhibits 

potential for use as a playful spectral studio tool for fixed media composition.75 Player control 

of sound instigation and termination, and uncomplicated exploration and discovery of 

specific areas (or ‘sweet spots’) of  a sound’s spectrum offers further deterministic 

compositional control than is provided in SpiralSet. The composer (or player) may playfully 

explore and combine diverse sound spectra without technological challenge or impediment. 
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74 The techniques implemented here are credited to Jean-Francois Charles, A Tutorial on Spectral Sound 
Processing Using Max/MSP and Jitter, Charles (2008), pp. 87-102.

75 Using alternative sets of sound materials.



Final Overall Comments

SpiralSet and ResOscope present two differing symbolic spectral approaches, using sound 

toys as a medium for playful exploration and traversal through sound spectra. Whilst the 

symbolic control systems are relatively simplistic,76 control data determines the output sound 

on a spectral frame by frame basis, creating an intimate relationship between the visual and 

sound domains. Micro movements in the visual play spaces can be perceived as gradual 

shifts in spectrum in the sound domain. The player composes (or plays) on a micro level in 

both these two works. It is suggested that players adopt a sensitive interaction style based 

on focused listening during exploration.
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76 Allowing a non-experienced user to play, and removing the need for significant instruction, or any parameter 
names or technical information to be included in the play space. 


